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ABSTRACT. In 1978, the first detailed glaciological studi es were carri ed out on the 
small glacier AXOIO in a g lacier inve ntory of Dudh Kosi region, in the Nepal Himalaya. 
Its leng th , area a nd highe t and lowes t elevations in 1978 were 1.7 km, 0.57 km 2

, 5360 and 
4950 m a.s. l. , respectively. Two resurveys of its terminus position a nd /or surface elevations 
were carried out in 1989 and 1991. The glacier retreated by about 30 and 28 m during the 
periods 1978- 89 and 1989- 91, respectively. 

In 1995, annual monitoring of thi s glaciel' by means of ground survey, sta ke method 
a nd topographical mapping began, in order to obtain its mass balance, surface now ve lo
city and extent, and link them with clim atic conditions. The results obtained in 1995 are 
summa ri zed as follows: (I) During the period 1991- 95, the glacier retreated by 12 m. (2) 
Associated with the ice-thickness loss in the lower part of the g lacier, the horizontal sur
face velocities along the center line in 1995 Uune- O ctober) showed a remarkable dec rease 
on the glacier tongue, to about 50% of those in 1978. 

Shrinkage of the glacier in the near future is predicted from a simpl e model calcul a
tion for the case that climatic conditions rem ain unchanged from 1995. The res ults show 
that the present shrinkage should continue and accelera te. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Glaciers have been recognized as an indicator of changing 
climate because their dimensions change in response to sur

rounding climatic conditions, and therefore monitoring of 
glaciers has been carri ed out worldwide. In the Nepal 
Himalaya, monitoring of terminus positions of small debris
free glaciers has been conducted since the 1970s. Higuchi 
and others (1978, 1980) compiled a glacier inventory for the 
Dudh Kosi region and compared the lowest elevations of 

glaciers with those compiled by Mi.iller (1970). They con
cluded that 85% of the 110 glaciers retreated during the 
approximate period 1960- 75. Fushimi and Ohata (1980) 
studied the nuctuations of 14 glaciers from 1970 to 1978 and 
showed that seven glaciers retreated, three were stationary, 
three advanced and one was irregular. Then it was observed 

that several of these glaciers retreated in the following 
decade (Yamada and others, 1992). 

An investigation of the relation between terminus posi
tion and climatic variation is useful for the prediction of 
future glacier extent, as well as for the reconstruction of past 
climate. For the purposes of such an analysis, knowledge of 

the g lacier regime, especially the mass balance and ice now, 
is necessary. Of the glaciers monitored in the Nepal Hima
laya, glacier AXOJO in Shorong Himal, east Nepal , is the 
most suitable for analysis because its mass ba lance, ice now 
and surface profile were well studied in 1978- 79 (Ageta and 

others, 1980; Ageta, 1983; Ikegami and Ageta, 1991). 
Observations on this glacier have been carried out three 

times since 1979: in 1989, 1991 and 1995. In 1989, only termi-
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nus position was measured. In 1991, a topographical map
pi ng of a l most the whole area of the glacier was carried out 
by means or a ground survey. In 1995, a nnual monitoring of 
this glacier was initi ated by means of ground surveys, stake 

methods and topographical m apping in order to obtain its 

mass bala nce, surface velocity and areal extent, and then 
link them within a climatic context. In this paper, we des
cribe some observational results since 1978, and di scuss the 
glacier profile expected in the near future. 

2. OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS 

The location of glacier AXOIO is shown in Figure I. The 
length and a rea as of 1978 are 1.57 km and 0.57 km 2 (Fig. 2a). 

2.1. Position of the terminus 

The glacier retreatecl by about 30,28 and 12 m during the 
periods 1978- 89, 1989- 91 and 1991 - 95, respectively. 

2.2. Surface level, area and volurne (or rnass 
balance) 

Figure 2b shows the change in surface level and area from 
1978 to 1991 derived from the two maps obtained in those 
years. The surface area is recluced to about 90% of the ex
tent in 1978. The surface level lowered more than 25 m 
around the terminus and about 20 m on average at the lower 

part of the glacier. Resulting volume loss is estimated to be 
about 4.8 x 106 m3 (Kadota and others, 1993, revised ). As
suming a ll the loss was in the form of ice and that the densit y 
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Fig. 1. Location qf glacier AX010. 

of the ice is 850 kg m -3, the mean annual area-averaged 
mass balance for the period 1978- 91 is calculated to be about 
- 53 cm of water, which is comparable to that observed in 
1978- 79. 

2.3. Horizontal surface velocit y 

InJune 1995, we set II stakes (increased to 20 in October) on 
the glacier and measured their positions. Remeasuring their 
positions in October, we obtained the surface ice velocities 
shown in Figure 2c. (One of eleven velocities is omitted due 
to measurement error.) Figure 3 shows horizontal surface 
velocities along the center line of the glacier in 1978- 79 
(September-September, 357 d; after Ikegami and Ageta, 
1991) and in 1995 (20 June-l0 October, 112 d ). Although the 
season and duration of measurements are different, there is 
a noticeable decrease of about 50% at the lower part in 1995. 

2.4. Ice thickness 

We carried out radio-echo sounding at three points of the 
glacier inJune 1995, indicated in Figure 2c. The transmitter 
was constructed at the Ohio State University, powered by 
12 V battery, and produces a short pulse signal of a few hun
dred volts in amplitude which is radiated using a resistively 
loaded dipole antenna. The center frequency of the trans
mitted signal was about 5 MHz. An identical dipole antenna 
to the transmitter was used with a receiver. The transmitted 
and returned signals were recorded by the oscilloscope 
(Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope) and photo-
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Fig. 2. (a) Topography and distribution if horizontal ice ve
locities if glacier AX010, 1978- 79 ( A, baseline if survey for 
upper stakes; B, thatJor lower stakes), after Ikegami and Ageta 
(1991). (b) The extent qf glacier AX010 in 1978 (broken 
line) and 1991 (solid line). Lowering qf surface elevations 
during the period 1978- 91 is shown by isolines with 5 m inter
val. (c) The stake positions (solid circles) set in 1995 on 
glacier AX010 and distribution ifsurJace velocities. The solid 
squares indicate the benchmarks Jor surveying. Radio-echo 
sounding was executed at Nos. 2, 10 and 14. The extent qf the 
glacier is approximately drawn based on the 1991 map. 

graphed, then travel time was measured. The ice thicknesses 
were calculated by the following equation. 

D= ( 
8)2 c2 

8
2 

t+- - --
C 4ci 4 

(1) 

where t is travel time ( j.Ls ), 8 is antenna separation (50 m ), c 
is the speed of light in a vacuum (300 m j.LS '), Ci is the rela
tive dielectric constant of ice (3.17), and D is depth (m ). 

The results are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Results if ice thickness observations at three points on 
glacier AX010 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal surfoce flow velocities along the center line 
if glacier AX010 in 1978- 79 (dotted line) and 1995 (solid 
line). NIarks on the lines indicate the data points. Asterisks 
indicate the calculated ones for 1995 (see text fo r details). 

3. PREDICTION OF FUTURE SURFACE PROFILE 

3.1. Model for glacial flow and mass balance 

In previous papers, we introduced a model of now and mass 
balance for this glacier and then discussed the relation 
between the obtained changes in the glacier and climate 
(Kadota and Ageta, 1992; Kadota and others, 1993). The ice 
thicknesses obtained by radio-echo sounding in 1995, how
ever, are different from those estimated by the previous flow 
model: the former are greater than the latter. We examined 
the previous model on the basis of the observed ice thick
nesses. 

In the previous model, we used the following empirical 
equation (after Paterson, 1970) to calcul ate basal sliding 
velocity: 

Ub = 0.11(Z cosa)O.95 (2) 

where Ub is basal sliding velocity ( m a- I), a is the surface 
slope of the glacier, and Z is ice thickness measured verti
cally (m ). 

Ifwe input Z (83,86,51) to Equation (2), the calcul ated 
basal sliding velocities exceed the observed surface veloci
ties. This means that the above empirical equation giving 
basal sliding velocity is not applicable to this glacier. There
fore we use an alternative one (after Budd and others, 1979), 
as described below. 

U = Ud+Ub 

Ud = CIT
3Z 

Ub = C2 T 3Z 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where U is surface velocity parallel to the glacier surface, Ud 
is deform ational velocity ( m a- I), Ub is basal sliding velocity 
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(m a- I), Z is ice thickness measured vertically (m ), T is basal 
shear stress, Cl is a constant (0.06 Pa - 15 a- I), and C2 is a con
stant (1800 m2 a- I Pa - 15). 

From the above equations, we can get the following 
equation. 

Ub = (1 + Cl Z2) - 1 
U C2 

(6) 

If we have surface velocity and ice thickness, Equation (6) 
gives basal sliding velocity. Assuming that year-to-year 
change in Equation (5) is only ice thickness (i.e. Ub <X Z2) , 
we get the following equation. 

Ubi = Ub (Z +Z~Z) 2 (7) 

where Ubi is basal sliding velocity in the next year, and ,6,Z 
is ice thickness change in the next year. Then, if we know ice 
thickness change in the next year, we can get surface velo
city in the next year from Equations (7) and (6). 

The mass-balance model is unchanged. Ageta (1983) 
presented empirical formulae to estimate specific mass 
balance of this glacier based on the observational data 
obtained in 1978 and 1979. Summer Gune- September) 
balance is given by functions of mean summer air temper
ature (hereafter Ts) and summer precipitation (hereafter 
Ps). As glacier AXOlO is under the influence of the summer 
monsoon, both accumulation and ablation concentrate in 
this season. Further, summer balance can be considered to 
be almost equivalent to the annual one (Ageta and others, 
1980). The equations a re as follows (Ageta, 1983): 

Cs = Ps(O.S - 0.23Ts) (-O.S ~ Ts ~ 3.4) (S) 

Cs = Ps eT:, < - O.S) (9) 

Cs = 0 (Ts > 3.4) (10) 

as = -(Ts + 3.2)3 2 (Ts > -3.2) (11) 

as = 0 (Ts ~ -3.2) (12) 

bs = Ps (Ts ~ - 3.2) (13) 

bs= Ps +as 

= Ps - (Ts + 3.2)32 (-3.2 < Ts < - O.S) (14) 

bs = Cs + as = Ps(0.8 - 0.23Ts) - (Ts + 3.2)32 

(-0.8 ~ Ts < 3.4) (15) 

bs = as (Ts ~ 3.4) (16) 

where Cs is acc umulation in summer (cm water), as is abla
tion in summer (cm water), bs is balance in summer (cm 
water), Ts is mean summer air temperature CC), a nd Ps is 
summer precipitation (cm water). 

The glacier was divided into eight sections (200 m inter
vals in hori zontal length ) along the center flowlin e. Figure 4 
shows a schematic chart of a section of the glacier. H ere 
Qi = JiUsiZiWi, then the flow model is combined with the 
mass-balance model through bsi by the following equation: 

,6,Z - b . + Q i-l - Qi 
, - SI Si (17) 

where Q'i is ice flux through the cross-section at p;, Ji is the 
shape factor which relates the mean cross-section velocityf 
area to the ice thickness Z and the surface width W, Wi is 
surface width measured a long the contour line through grid 
point, ,6,Zi is area-averaged ice-thickness change rate for 
each section, bsi is a rea-averaged mass balance for each sec-
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Fig. f. A sectioll qftlze gLaciel; as defined bJI the model with the 
symbols in the text. Glacier AX010 is divided illto eight such 
sectiolls (i: 1- 8). 

tion, Si is surface area of segme nt i, and i is 1- 8, number of 
grid point/section. 

3.2. Prediction of future surface profile 

Usi ng the annual surface "clociti es/profile in 1978/79 a nd 
bed profi le estimated from the radio-echo sounding data as 
the inil ial conditions, prefe rabl e parameters (T" p, a nd 1, ) 
which g ive similar surface profi les to those in 1991 and 1995 
we re examined. T, on the glacier were calcul ated using a 
lapse rate (-0.6°e per 100 m), and Ps was fixed as 140, a 
value closely observed in 1978 and uniform on the g lacier 
(after Ageta a nd others, 1980). A good fit was obtained as 
shown in Figure 5a a nd b, by se tting Ts (elevation 
4960 m a.s. l.) at 2.5, 3.9 a nd 2.9 in 1978- 79, 1989- 91 and 
1991-95, respectively. 

H ence, we examined future surface profiles in the next 
10 and 20 years for the case that Ts and Ps remain un
changed from 1995 onward. Because the whole a rea of the 
glacier undergoes ablat ion, the glacier never reaches its 
equilibrium state under these climatic conditions. Figure 
5c shows surface profiles obtained from the model run for 
the years 2005 and 2015. Accompanied by furth er shrinkage 
in the tongue of the glacier, terminus retreat rate is pre
dicted to accelerate as shown in Figure 5c (abou t 17 ma 1 

on ave rage). 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Climatic conditions and the state of the glacier 
since 1978 

In the previous study, we der ived Ts (2.5) and p, (140) at the 
terminus (about 4960 m a.s. l.) as mean values for the period 
1978- 89 (Kadota and Ageta, 1992). The present study up
holds this conclusion. The rate of terminus retreat from 
1989 to 1991 (14. 1 m a I) is fa r larger tha n that from 1978 to 
1989 (2.8 m a '), then decreases to nea rly the same level after 
1991 (3. 1 m a '). Consequentl y, the present model gives high
er T, than that for the period 1978- 89, + 1.4 and +0.4 for the 

period 1989- 91 and 1991- 95, respectively. M ean air temp
erature during the period 21 June- 30 September 1995 
obtained at an elevation of 5308 m (nea r the \V in Figure 
2c ) was 0.9°C, which gives 3.0°C at the terminus (ass uming 
the same lapse rate o[ - 0.6°C per 100 m ). This value com
pares wcl l to the model resu lt. Increase of summer a ir temp
erature raises the ratio of rain to summer precipi tation. This 
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal sU1face prqfiles along the center line qf 
glacier AX010, ( a, b) measured (solid Line) and calculated 
( brokel1 Line ) il1 1991 ( a) al1d 1995 ( b), the dotted Line indi
cating the measured prqfiLe i11 1978, and ( c) ralculatedJor the 
years 2005 ( broken line ) and 2015 (dotted line). The mea
sured /Jrqfile in 1995 ( thin solid line ) is also shownJor com
parisoll. The thick solid line shows an estimated bed prqfile 
based 011 the radio -echo sounding data 111 1995 (solid circles). 

reduces the a lbedo of the glacier surface, then accelerates 
ablat ion of the glac ier as well as dec rease of acc umulation. 
Under such a ir-temperature conditions, variation in the 
amount of precipita tion does not a ffect the model results. 

In addition to the above, decrease of surface level of the 
glac ier due to ice loss causes change in its a rea- a ltitude di s
tributions. Figure 6 shows the area- a ltitude distr ibutions of 
the glacier in 1978- 79 and 1991, obtained from maps made 
during those years (area was measured with an elevation 
interval o[ 20 111 ). The downward shift of the lower peak 
can be seen in the fig ure. Th is means that the lower part of 
the glac ier tends to be located in lower eleva ti ons and results 
in further shrinkage. Under present cl imatic conditions, 
shrinkage of the g lacier wi ll continue. 

4.2. Evaluation of the model 

( a) Flow velocilJI 
Ice-veloc ity change in the model is controll ed by the ratio of 
ice thickness change to the original thickness (Equation (7)). 
A high ratio at the tongue resul ts in a large red uction of 
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Fig. 6. The area- altitude distributions (20 m interval) qf 
glacier AX010 in 1978 ( dotted line) and 1991 (solid line). 
Downward shift if lower peak can be seen. 

speed in the calculation. The calculated velocity for 1995 is 
0.8 m a- I, whereas the measured one is 3 m a- I. The differ

ence is rather large even if seasonal variation of velocity is 
considered. This discrepancy would arise mainly from uni
form application of the flow model to the whole of the 
glacier or, in other words, would show the limitations of 
the model. The empirical formula applied in this study 
shows that basal sliding is dominant in this glacier (>80% 
of the total). Therefore, basal conditions such as water pres
sure, which would vary from place to place, would play an 
important role in the ice flow regime. No such information, 
however, has been obtained on this or on any other glacier in 
the Nepal Himalaya. Furthermore, efforts to obtain a time
dependent empirical formula, including basal condition, for 
basal sliding velocity have not been successful so far. The 
velocities calculated by the model, however, are considered 
to compare well with the measured ones, except for the low
ermost part (see Fig. 3). 

( b) Prediction 
As discussed in section 4.1, the climatic conditions, which 
govern the mass balance of the glacier, derived from the 
model are considered to be quite plausible. In addition, 
model tunings in reconstructing surface profiles were suc
cessfu lly performed for two periods, 1978- 91 a nd 1978- 95. 
Although some problems remain unsolved in the model, we 
believe that these may not apply so much to profile calcula
tion. Therefore, it can be concluded that, based on present 
understanding of this glacier, the future surface profiles 
were properly predicted. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARK 

Glacier AXOlO in Shorong Himal, east Nepal , has been 
shrinking since the end of the 1970s. A prediction from a 
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simple model shows this shrinking tendency will continue 
and accelerate in the near future even if climatic conditions 
remain unchanged from 1995. 

Both the mass-balance and flow models may still be in
complete and should be improved by reducing assumptions! 
estimations such as those concerning the bed profile of the 
glacier. The monitoring started in 1995 will accumulate and 
provide usefu l information for improving and/or developing 
the model to study the relation between glacier and climate. 
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